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"Linguistic Non-immediacy: Effects of Attitude,

Cognitive Orientation, and Boundary Conditions"

Non-immediacy in verbal messages is "the degree of directness

and intensity of interaction between a communicator and the object

of his communication" (Mehrabian, 1967a, p. 414). Non-immediacy

is a type of language variation through which a communicator ex-

presses his/her relationship to the referents of communication.

A source is being "immediate" if the language of the message ex-

presses a close relationship to the referent and is being "non-

immediate"if:the language expresses a more distant relationship

to the referent. To borrow an example from Bradac, Bowers, and

Courtright (1979), the statement "We certainly will enjoy the

party" is much more immediate than the statement "I think you

must enjoy the beef wellington at that party with me" because it

expresses a closer relationship to the objects mentioned.

Non-immediate language has been shown to affect receiver

judgments of the source's attitudes, competence, character, and

'similarity to the receiver (Bradac, Bowers, & Courtright, 1979).

The present study concerns not these attributional consequences

of non-immediacy but rather antecedent factors that influence a

source's use of non-immediate language. Early studies (Wiener &

Mehrabian, 1968) linked non-immediacy to the expression of nega-

tive attitudes. As research on the question of antecedents has

accumulated, however, increasingly complex relationships have

become apparent. Continuing this line of development, the present

study indicates complex interactions among a number of antecedents

of non-immediacy.
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linguistic Non-immediacv

The concept of linguistic non-immediacy evolved from the

belief that more than one message could be transmitted through

a single encoded response. Rachner (1975) proposed that at least

two separate messages are functioning in any verbal assertion: an

expression of a fact (the "phrastic" message) and an expression of

the speaker's attitude towards that fact (the "neustic" message).

Scholars have linked non-immediacy to the neustic aspect of the

message, hypothesizing that the greater the degree of non-immediacy

in an utterance the more negative is the communicator's attitude

toward the referent of communication.

Wiener and Mehrabian (1968) review the early research on

non-immediacy, which generally supports the hypothesis that non-

immediacy reflects negativeness of attitude. Two basic types of

experiments were performed in these early studies. The first type

invL_ved having subjects differentiate between pairs of sentences

differing in non-immediacy. It was found that both trained and

untrained observers were able to perceive that the more non-immed-

iate sentences expressed more negative attitudes (Mehrabian, 1966,

1967a).

The other type of experiment involved subjects themselves

writing statements which the experimenters predicted would be

more or less immediate. In one study the experimenters placed

subjects into failure-oriented tasks, which they expected to pro-

duce negative feelings, and success-oriented tasks, which they

expected to produce positive feelings. As predicted, subjects'

statements about the failure-oriented tasks were more non-immediate.

In other experiments subjects were asked to write a sentence or two

about themselves and people they either lilted or disliked. In these
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cases statements about a disliked person were more non-immediate

than statements about a liked person (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1966).

Pease (1972) identified some flaws in the design of Mehrabian's

paired sentence experiments. One problem was that Pease did not

judge the pairs of sentences to be factually equivalent. If this

were so, then subjects were detecting more than non-immediate var-

iations as they judged the pairs of sentences. Another problem,

according to Pease, was that Mehrabian directly contrasted the

sentences. The artificial contrast could have heightened the con-

trast between the sentences. Pease modified the sentences in order

to overcome the first problem, and constructed three experimental

conditions, in only one of Which pairs of sentences were directly

contrasted. One interesting result of this study was that non-

immediate statements were judged as "less positive" rather than

"negative" as compared to immediate statements. Pease concluded

that non-immediacy may indicate indifference rather than negative-

ness of attitude. This result appears to conflict with those of

Mehrabian (1967b).

Wagner and Pease (1976) report further experiments in which

the subjects encoded messages. These studies ,.-eated situations

in which people had to make statements that were inconsistent

with their own views, or where they knew they would meet with some

conflict. In such situations, it was tiought, "the linguistic form

that the statement takes will be such that the communicator partially

disas-,..niated himself from the statement" (Wagner & Pease, 1976, pn1).

In one experiment subjects were asked to write positive statements

about people they disliked or negative statements about people they

liked, or they made statements consistent with their feelings. In

contrast to similar studies reported by Wiener.and Mehrabian (1968)
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Wagner and Pease (1976) hypothesized that positive statements

concerning disliked people, rather than negative statements in

general, would be the most non-immediate. The results, which

supported the hypothesis, show that factors other than attitude

(in this case, conflict between attitude and message), influence

non-immediacy. Conville (1974) found a relationship between non-

immediacy and yet another antecedent, communicator anxiety.

Feinberg (1971) found that statements that subjects wrote

about themselves and adisabled person were more non-immediate

than statements about themselves and , non-disabled person.

This eesult suggestsanother factor, cultural constraints on ex-

pression, that interacts with attitude to influence non-immediacy.

Negative attitudes toward the disabled may be expressed through

the use of non-immediate language because cultural restrictions

prohibit the overt expression of such attitudes. It may be that

non-immediacy is a better indicator of attitude in situations in

which the overt expression of attitude is restricted.

In sum, although a link between non-immediacy and attitude

has been demonstrated in a number of contexts (see also Anthony,

1974; Conville, 1975; Hess & Gossett, 1974), it is clear that

other factors affect non-immediacy either independently or in

interaction with attitude. The present research is an attempt to

systematize several of those factors.

Boundary Conditions

For Wiener and Mehrabian (1968) linguistic non-immediacy is

interpretable as indicating an individual's attitude only to the

extent to which the language behavior varies from the "boundary

conditions" which constrain it. 'Boundary conditions "are all the

external-contextual as well as grammatical or other implicit

6
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communication rules which specify the finite number of possible

messages in a situation" (Wiener & Mehrabian, 1968, p.

Boundary conditionsitheniare culturally derived constraints that

limit the number of possible reactions to a situation. Behavior

consistent with the boundary conditions yields no information

about individual variations. For example, use of the past tense

to describe. arLevent which occurred in the past is consistent

with boundary conditions imposed by grammar. Use of the past

tense to describe a present situation, however, is linguistically

anomalous and may be interpreted as a non-immediate language

variation. The construction and interpretation of a sJoring

procedure for linguistic non-immediacy therefore depends on an

understanding of relevant boundary conditions. Feinberg's (1971)

findings that statements about a disabled person were more non-

immediate illustrates the ambiguity of interpretation that can

arise from an imperfect specification of boundary conditions.

In that study, cultural prejudice about the disabled seems to

interact with constraints on the expression of those attitudes.

A systematic study of non-immediacy must be based on an analysis

of boundary conditions.

Behavior that varies from boundary conditions indicates

individual differences, but here too there are sources of ambiguity.

An individual's attitude toward an object may be a good summary

indication of the individual's experiences with the object; linguis-

tic non-immediacy, in turn, may indicate the person's attitude. But

non-immediacy may be influenced both directly and indirectly by

other trait:, as well. Some of those traits may interact with each

other and with boundary conditions.

7
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Notably, all boundary conditions must, in order to have any

influence upon an individual, exist not only in the world but in

the individual. In other words, a boundary condition can only

have the potential to affect a person's behavior if the person

consciously or unconsciously acknowledges or is sensitive to the

condition. In this light it will be necessary to deal with

boundary conditions in terms of the individual's belief system.

Cognitive Orientation

The concept of "cognitive orientation" (Kreitler & Kreitler,

1976) offers a way to measure sensitivity to boundary conditions

as a function of the individual's belief system. The Kreitlers

define a person's cognitive orientation toward a particular refer-

ent in terms of the beliefs the person holds with regard to the

referent. They hypothesize that once the cognitive orientation

is ascertained the person's behavior can be predicted. Ac7ording

to the Kreitlers, in order to predict behavior four belief types

must be measured. Beliefs about goals are those by which a person

links the self with something desired (e.g., "I want to feel able

to speak freely with my friends"). Beliefs about norms and rules

link the referent to norms of behavior (e.g., "People should be

able to speak freely with their friends"). Beliefs about self

"express information about oneself or any aspect of self--onels

habits, actions, abilities, feelings, sensations" (Kreitler &

Kreitler, 1976, pp. 90-91). An example might be "I am not able

to speak freely with my friends." General beliefs express factual

relationships among events or situations in the world (e.g., "People

don't usually speak freely with their friends").

Cognitive orientation is measured by constructing an instru-

8
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inent designed according to specifications developed by Kreitler

and Kreitler (1976) to ascertain beliefs of the four types

relevant to a specific referent. The cognitive orientation

score predicts behavior by tapping beliefs which make the indi-

vidual more or less sensitive to the conditions that are projected

to influence the specific type of behavior.

Antecedents of Linguistic Non-immediac

- Based on an analysis of previous research, six potential

influences on measured linguistic non-immediacy were chosed for

exploration in this study. Two of those variables are individual

difference fact attitude toward the referent of communication

and cognitive orientation,, The other four variables were consider-

ed to be potential boundary conditions: status o' the receiver,

attitude of the receiver toward the referent, the controversiality

of the referent, and the importance of the referent.

The rationale for examining cognitive orientation was dis-

cussed earlier. Source attitude toward the referent, of course,

has been the main focus of previous research on non-immediacy.

The four potential boundary conditions require some explanation.

A study reported by Wiener and Mehrabian (1968, p. 131) dealt

with varying responses to peers and authority figures. There was

some evidence that the status of the addressee influenced the degree

of non-immediacy in responses, but the direction of influence

appeared to depend upon knowledge of specific peers and authority

figures. In the present study authority figure identities were

left in a more abstract form and it was assumed that more stereo-

typical distinctions frould emerge.

Given that non-immediacy is used as a basis for attributing

attitudes, a source may manipulate the non-immediacy of a message

9
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in the course of adapting the message to the receiver. Thus

receiver attitude may function as a boundary condition affecting

non-immediacy.

The controversiality and importance of the referent are

suggested as possible boundary conditions by a number of consid-

erations., The more controversial the referent the more likely

that a message about it will meet with disagreement, and the

more important the referent, the greater the risks asociated

with any conflict, whether between message and self-image of the

source, message and receiver attitude, or self-image of the source

and receiver attributions about the source. Thus, under conuitions

of high controversiality or high importance, the need to be consis-

tent (Wagner & Pease, 1976), the need to produce a socially accept-

able response to a disvalued object (Feinberg, 1971), or responses

to success and failure (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967), to cite several

examples2 might be enhanced.

The purpose of the experiment to be reported was to explore

the effects of these hypothesized antecedents of linguistic non-

immediacy in a design that would permit the description of their

probable interactions.

Methods

In the main experiment, subjects (118 undergraduates in

communication courses) wrote brief messages in response to

hypothetical situations in which the hypothesized boundary condi-

tions were varied. The design was a four-factor analysis of co-

variance with repeated measures. Each subject encoded four mes-

sages, one for each of the four combinations of high or low contro-

versiality with high or low importance of the referent. All four

messages were directed to the same receiver. Each subject was

10



assigned to one of four receivers representing the possible

combinations of high or low status with favorable or unfavorable

attitude toward the referent (the source was either positive or

negative toward all four referents). Thus there were two between-

subjects factors (status of receiver and attitude of receiver),

and two within-subjects factors (controversiality and importance

of the referent), which generated four non-immediacy scores for

each subject. Cognitive orientation and source attitude toward

the referent were measured and treated as covariates. The study

also included a control group to assess reactive effects of the

cognitive orientation questionnaire and attitude scale.

The overall study consisted of three phases. In the first

phase referents were pretested and selected, response situations

were devised, and the cognitive orientation questionnaire was

developed. Phase two was the main experiment. Subjects were

asked to (a) complete the cognitive orientation questionnaire, (b)

respond to attitude scales, and (c) write messages for a set of

four response situations. The third phase involved scoring of

the messages for non-immediacy. Each response was scored by two

trained judges whose results were averaged to produce the final

score.

Development of Materials

Referents. Forty-seven subjects who did not participate in

the main experiment were asked to indicate on rating scales, for

each of nineteen potential referents, the amount of disagreement

the item would generate and how'important it would be for them to

maintain their own position in that disagreement. On the basis

of these responses, the best referents were selected to represent

the four combinations of controversiality and importance. The four

11
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referents were: peanut butter (low controversiality/low importanc(),

Christmas (low controversiality/high importance), Philadelphia (high

controversiality/low importance), and cigarette; (high controvarsi-

ality/high importance). Generally speaking, the selected referents

were not rated at the extreme ends of the scales of controversiality

and importance but were moderately polarized in the appropriate

directions.

Cognitive Orientation Questionnair-3. The initial version of

the cognitive orientation questionnaire consisted of 47 items that

had been generated to represent beliefs about relevant boundary

conditions. These included beliefs about self expression ("I try

to consider who I am talking to when I express my feelings"), others'

rights to expression ("People should always have the right to express

their own views"), behavior towards friends ("People go out of their

way to be liked by their friends"), behavior towards authority

figures ("When I express my feelings flm more concerned about my

friend& reactions, than the reactions of those in authority"), and

social versus moral obligations ("I want to be able to stand up and

make my views known, no matter what the consequences"). Some items

were adapted from Crowne and Marlowls (1964) social desirability

scale. All items were constructed so that a particular condition

or concept was represented in each of the four belief types. For

example, "When establishing .friendships, people should, above all,

strive to be liked" (norm belief); "Being liked is the most impor-

tant part of friendshiP (general belief); "When establishing friend-

ships, I try above all to be liked" (belief about self); "I'd like

to make more of an effort to be liked by my friends" (goal belief).

Because of excessive redundancy or failure to meet reliability

criteria, not all expressions of each concept were included in the

12
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ttnal questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of four sections representing the

belief types. The questions elicited dichotomous true/false or

agree/disagree responses and could therefore be scored either 1 =

sensitivity to a relevant boundary condition or 0 = lack of sensi-

tivity. The items were summed to give a cognJ.,.J.ve orientation score

that was assumed':to represent overall sensitivity to relevant bound-

ary conditions and thus to predict greater non-immediacy of commun-

ication.

The 47 item questionnaire was administered to a separate sample

of seventy-one students and the results subjected to item analysis.

Point biserial correlations for the items ranged from .06 to .54.

Items with either point biserial correlations of less than .26 or

poor discrimination were either deleted (seven items) or modified

(seven items). Thus the final cognitive orientation questionnaire

consisted of 40 items, ten in each of the four parts. In the main

experiment the questionnaire was tested for reliability using a

split half procedure and the Spearman Brown formula (r=.457).

Main Experiment

In the main experiment 118 subjects consented to participate in

a study described only as involving the answering of a number Of

questions. An experimental packet distributed to 98 subjects in-

cluded: consent form, instructions and cognitive orientation ques-

tionnaire, attitude scales, and four hypothetical situations requir-

ing the subject to write messages. Twenty subjects composing the

control group received only the consent form and a set of four re-

sponse situations.

The attitude scales were one-item semantic differential-type

rating scale6 (good-bad), one for each of the four referents (peanut

13
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butter, Philadelphia, cigarettes, Christmas).

The response situations were brief hypothetical descriptions

giving information about a receiver's status (described as either

"a professor" or "your friend") and the receiver's attitude towe.:d

the referent (positive or negative). Here, for example, are the

instructions given in the friend-positive condition for the referent

peanut butter:

You are eating lunch with your friend and you notice

that (s)he is eating a peanut butter sandwich and

enjoying it. (Z) he notices your interest and asks

you what you think of peanut butter.

Please write a statement about your self and this item.

Please include "I" and the name of the item somewhere in

your answer.

Each subject responded ,to all four referents for one of the four

receiver status/attitude situations.

Scoring Non-immediacy

Each message was scored for non-immediacy by two judges whose

scores were averaged to give a final score. The judges were trained

to score each response for the number of "non-immediate indicators"

contained in each independent clause.("scorable unit"). The non-

immediacy score was obtained by dividing the total number of indi-

cators by the nunter of scorable units. The non-immediate indicators

scored included the following: spatial (use of demonstrative pro-

nouns such as "that" or "those" to refer to the referent); temporal

(the relationship between the communicator and referent is displaced

in time); passivity (the relationship between communicator and

referent is imposed on either or both of them); unilatergliI2(the

relationship_between communicator and referent is not mutually

14
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determined; "I am dancing with X" versus "X and I are dancing");

zssibi31Ix (the relationship between communicator and referent is

possible rather than actual); part (communicator) (only a part,

_spect or characteristic of the communicator is involved: "My

thoughts are about X"); part (obiect) ,)nly a part, aspect or char-

acteristic or the referent is involved: "I am concerned about Xls

future"); class (a group of people which includes

the communicator is involved in the relationship: "X came to visit

us"); class iakiEgIl (the relationship involves a class of objects

which includes the referent: "I visited X and his wife")(Mehrabian

& Wiener, 1966).

Coding reliability was assessed by means of a Pearson product-

moment correlation (r.58). This is lower than the reliability of

.73 reported by Wagner and Pease (1976). The difference may be

accounted for by the fact that judges in the present study had to

identify both scorable units and non-immediate indicators, whereas

Wagner and Pease divided the responses into units before scoring.

Data Analysis

Statistical analysis was done by means of the Blamed P-Series

Program 2V for Analysis of Variance and Covariance Including Repeat-

ed Measures (Dixon & Brown, 1979). Alpha = .05 was used as the cri-

terion of statistical significance.

Results

No significant difference between mean non-immediacy scores

of the experimental groups and the control group was observed.

Thus, the cognitive orientation and attitude scales appear not to

have produced large reactive effects.

Results of the four-factor analysis of covariance with repeated
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measures are displayed in Table 1. The first panel of the table

(Table 1 about here)

includes tests based on non-immediacy scores pooled within the

four receiver conditions. No effects of receiver type appear,

but there are significant effects of cognitive orientation (the

first covariate) and for the combined covariates. Since source

attitudes (the second covariate) are pooled for the four referents

in this analysis, thus greatly reducing the variation of source

attitude, the significant effect of the combined covariates is

primarily due to variation in cognitive orientation. 'Cognitive

orientation is positively related to non-immediacy (pooled regres-

sion coefficient = .028), indicating that the greater the cognitive

orientation the more non-immediate the subject's messages. No sig-

nificant effects occur in the second panel. In the third panel

there is a significant main effect of controversiality and asigni-

ficant relationship between non-immediacy and the second covariate,

source attitude. In this analysis, source attitude is pooled within

levels of controversiality for each source. The fourth panel shows

a significant two-way interaction between importance and controver-

siality of the referent, and a four-way interaction involving all

four independent variables.

Llsossion

Effects of Covariates

Cognitive Orientation. The cognitive orientation questionnaire

was designed to determine how a subject's sensitivity toward boundary

conditions would affect linguistic non-immediacy. A positive rela-

tionship was found between cognitive orientation and non-immediacy.

16
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Table 2 illustrates this relationship more clearly by showing the

mean non-immediacy scores within each experimental condition of

subjects with cognitive orientation scores above and below the

mean. Although the magnitude of the difference varies, the general

pattern is highly consistent.

(Table 2 about here)

The relationship between cognitive orientation and the boundary

conditions is further illustrated by Figure 1. Figure 1 displays

(Figure 1 about here)

graphs of non-immediacy for subjects scoring above and below the

mean of cognitive orientation, plotted for (a) each receiver type,

and (b) each referent. While the relationship between cognitive

orientation and non-immediacy is consistent, the variations in

response to different receivers and referents demand closer exam-

ination. It seems that people with high cognitive orientation are

about equally sensitive to differences in referent and receiver,

whereas people with low cognitive orientation are more sensitive

to variations in referent than to variations in receiver. Thus it

appears that low cognitive orientation is associated primarily with

lower sensitivity to differences among receivers. The plotted lines

in (b) are nearly parallel; whereas the lines in (a) are quite dis-

'similar. Cognitive orientation, then, appears to affect the influence

of receiver boundary conditions but not referent boundary conditions.

Measurement of cognitive orientation enables us to identify two

populations, one of which is responsive to both receiver and refer-

end conditions, while the other is responsive only to referent con-

ditions. This may help to explain the results obtained with regard

1.7
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to the four independent variables. Both populations were similarly

influenced by the controversiality and importance of referents, and

there was a significant interaction effect for those two fa-tor3.

Since only one of the two cognitive orientation populations (high

scorers) was responsive to receiver status and attitude it is not

surprising that those two factors did not produce a significant

interaction in the combined cognitive orientation groups.

Source attitude. The second covariate, source attitude toward

the referent, also relates to non-immediacy, but in a more complex

manner. Since there are four referents, each subject has four

different attitudes that the analysis must take into account. In

the first panel of Table 1 the scores for source attitude are aver-

aged across referents. In other words, for each subject the four

scores are averaged to make a single score which is then related to

the average of the four non-immediacy scores. Treated in this way,

source attitude does not significantly predict non-immediacy.

In the other panels, source attitude is not averaged across

all four referents but is combined in terms of the independent

variables considered in each panel. In two of these three analyses

source attitude does not significantly correlate with non-immediacy;

in the remaining panel a highly significant negative relationship

appears (pooled regression coefficient = -.213). In this panel

attitudes toward high and low importance referents are averaged

within each level of controversiality.

In this study, then, the relationship between source attitude

and linguistic non-- immediacy expected on the basis of previous

research was observed only in terms of a particular-configuration

of the independent variables. Non-immediacy was associated with

is 8
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more negative attitude toward the referent only when attitude and

non-immediacy scores were averaged between importance levels within

levels of controversiality. In other v.ords, aontroversiality had

to be controlled in order for the relationship to become apparent.

Four -War Interaction

A most important finding of this experiment is the four -way

interaction effect of receiver status, receiver attitude, contro-

versiality, and importance ofLhe referent. As was expected on the

basis of our analysis of previous research, the boundary conditions

affecting non-immediacy operate as a system and cannot be considered

separately without engendering conceptual confusion. The nature of

the four-way interaction is clarified by the graphs in Figure 2.

(Figure 2 about here)

In Figure 2 the adjusted cell means of non-immediacy are plotted

as a function of importance and controversiality for each of the four

receivers. The effects of both importance and controversiality are

readily apparent in these graphs. Four all four sources, messages

about low controversiality referents are more non-immediate than

messages about high controversiality referents when the referent is

high in importance. When the referent is low in importance, there

is a tendency for the relationship between controversiality and

non-immediacy to disappear or even reverse such that the more cor:.

troversial referent produces more non-immediacy (this two-way inter-

action is discussed below). The reversal of relationship, however,

is significant only when the source is a friend whose attitude

toward the referent is negative. Only in this case does the more

controversial referent produce significantly more non-immediacy

9
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when the referent is low in importance. Because the overall

pattern of the importance-controversiality interaction is broken

in the friend-negative condition, receiver status and attitude

need to be considered in conjunction with importance and contro-.

versiality, thus generating the four-way interaction.

Any attempt to interpret this relationship theoretically must

proceed cautiously and may indeed be premature. The greater

immediacy of messages about the high importance-high controver-

siality referent regardleEs of receiver may reflect a tendency

for communicators to be less cautious or controlled in speaking

about a highly involving topic. When the referent is of less

importance, the communicator may be more cautious in speaking -

about a highly controversial topic, expecially when the receiver

is a friend whose negative opinion of the referent might render

discussion of the subject more risky. Whatever the actual meaning

of the results, which might conceivably have been produced by un-

controlled aspects of the four referents other than controversiality

and importance, it is-clear that the influence of boundary conditions

on linguistic non-immediacy is complex, and that the complexities

of the relationship require further study.

There is a highly significant two-way interaction effect between

involvement and controversiality. This can be seen clearly in Figure

1, in all four graphs. The 'strength of this interaction suggests

that, despite the four-way effect just discussed, the interaction

of these two factors is an important influence on non-immediacy.

It is interesting to note that these two factors relate to referents

subjects are communicating about whereas the other two factors,
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status and receiver attitude, are tied to the situation rather than

the referent. It is, of course, premature to draw any conclusions

from this grouping of factors other than to say t1 in this study

the referent factors might have had more reality for subjects than

dicF;the contrived situations to which the subjects responded.

Controversiality

Of the four boundary conditions, only cohtroversiality had a

significant main effect on non-immediacy. Contrary to what would

be expected on the basis of previous research, high amntroversiality

is associated with lower non-immediacy than is low controversiality.

Since controversiality also participates in interaction effects,

however, this result is probably not theoretically meaningful.

Figure 2 indicates that increased controversiality increases non-

immediacy only when the referent is low in importance.

Limitations and Implications

There is a large gap in complexity between the present experi-

ment and previous research, none of which had been designed to de-

tect complex interactions among antecedents of linguistic non-immed-

iacy. Consequently, the complexity of the findings has run ahead of

the development of conceptual equipment needed to account for them.

Early research was based on the premise that linguistic non-immediacy

represents a deviation from boundary conditions that is reflective

primarily of source attitude. The ambiguities of previous research,

we suggested, may have resulted from failure to specify fully the

boundary conditions in terms of which non-immediacy as an indicator

of attitude would have to be defined. We expecteds then, to find

inter,ctions among the hypothesized boundary conditions, and we .did

find interactions. In fact, the influence of source attitude was
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largely overshadowed by the interactive effects of the hypothe-

sized boundary conditions and by cognitive orientation, which

waa conceived of as sensitivity to boundary conditions. The

results imply that non-immediacy must be reconceptualized as the

product of a complex of situational and predispositional factors.

This study has not so much loosened that tangle as it has suggest-

ed the dimensions of the task. A series of more narrowly delimit-

ed studies may be necessary in order to sort out the relationships

more clearly.

Another important limitation of this study, especially in

view of the four-way interaction effect, is that only one referent.

of each type was used. The data do not at all rule out the possi-

bility that the interaction resulted from cognitive aspects of the

four referents other than controversiality and importance. Thus it

is important that the finding be rep_icated using different referents.

A third limitation relates to the use of short written descrip-

tions as representations of social situations. Future studies might

attempt to achieve greater realism, for example by having subjects

interact with confederates and recording their spoken messages. The

idea of recording spoken messages also raises the possibility of

including non-verbal behavior in the measurement of non-immediacy

(Nehrabian, 1971). The trade-offs fo: this greater realism of the

communication situation would be in terms of increased costs and

difficulty of controlling extraneous variables.

The cognitive orientation questionnaire proved to be very use-

ful in this investigation. The questionnaire might be modified to

include the subject's sensitivity to other variables. Another very

important consideration with regard to cognitive orientation involves

the question of whether non-immediacy represents attitude as much as
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it does varying sensitivity to the situation in which the attitude

is being expressed. This question points again to the importance

of examining non-immediacy in more carefully controlled contexts.

A simple relationship between attitude and non-immediacy has not

emerged again since the earliest and simplest studies. What has

emerged is a series of complex interaction effects. With each

successive step the potential of non-immediacy es a means of atti-

tude measurement has become more obscure. 12-?search into the above-

mentioned areas could serve to better clarify the meaning of the

interaction effects fouhd in the study, and whether non-immediate

language variations Will ultima',ely be useable as indicators of

attitude.

On another level, regardless of the ultimate verdict on the

relationship between non-immediate language bahavior and attitude,

the concept of linguistic non-immediacy remains potentially valu-

able. Some early studies produced evidence that non-immediate

variations in language could be detected by untrained judges

(Mehrabian2 1967a). If this is true, then even a limited know-

ledge of the concept may produce awareness of these variations in

day-to-day encounters. Looking at non-immediacy from this perspec-

tive broadens its relevance. Questions arise concerning the poten-

tial apialLcations of a communicator's awareness of non-immediacy in

a variety of everyday communication situations.
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Table

Analysis of Covariance Table Generated Through Biomed F' 2V Program

Source

Sum of

Squares

Degrees

of

Freedom

Mean

Square

.1.1

F

Prob. F.

Exceeded

Mean 10.63174 10,63174 17.28133 0.000*

Receiver status 0.93161 1 0,93161 1.51428 0,222

Receiver attitude 1.14030 1 1.14030 1.85350 0,177

Status /attitude 0.11465 1 0,11465 0.18636 0.667

CO score (COVA 1) 4.03057 1 4.03057 6.55149 0.012*

Source attitude (COVA 2) 0,76378 1 0.76378 1.24148 0.268

All COVA 4.92726 2 2.46363 4.00450 0.022*

Error 56.59981 92 0,61522

Involvement 0.45215 1 0.45215 1.07832 . 0,302

Involvement/status 0.29449 1 0.29449 0.70233 . .0,404

Involvement/attitude 0.16698
.1 0.16698 0.39822 0,580

Involvement/status/attitude 0,11884 1 0.11884 0.28341 0.596

Source attitude (COVA) 0,03475 1 0.03475 0.08286 0,774

Error 38,99576 93 0.41931

Controversiality 2.51602 1 2,51602 6.32767 0.014*

Controversy/status 0.44499 1 0.44499 1.11913 0.293

Controversy/attitude 0.15068 1 0.15068 0.37895 0,540

Controversy/status/attitude 0.38940 1 0.38940 0.97933 0.325

Source attitude (COVA) 4.21666 1 4.21666 10.60468 0.002**

Error 36.97888 93 0.39762
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Table 1

(continued)

Source

Degrees

Sum of of Mean Prob, F

Squares Freedom Square F Exceeded

Involvement/controversy

Involvement / controversy /status

Involvement/controversy/attitude

Involvement /controversy /status

attitude

Source attitude (COVA 2)

Error

5.12572

0.35085

0,00005

1.75073

0.31059

40.59338 .

1

1

1

1

1

93

5,12572

0.35085

0.00005

1,75073

0.31059

0.43649

11.74309

0,80379

0.00010'

4,01095

0.71158

0.001**

0.372

0,992

0,048*

0.401

r ' .05,

**

P < .01.
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Table 2

Non-Immediacy Scores for Those With High vs. Low CO Scores Across All Conditions and Items

Item

INIaNIIIIN...0-1WRINRINE=MIP=1..

Condition

Friend/

positive

Friend/

negative

Professor/ Professor/

pOsitiVe. Negative . All

Peanut butter

(low involvement/

low coroversiality)

High CO score 2.14 1.45 2.02 1.81. 1.82
Low CO score

1.58 1.41 T1.61 1.94 1.65

Philadelphia

(low involvement/

,high controversiality)

High CO score 2.34 2.17 2.43 2.09 2.25
Low CO score

. 1.67 2.12 1.38 1.85 1.88

Christmas

(high involvement/

low controversiality)

High CO score 2.02 2.09 2.44 2.32 2.24
Low CO score 2.19 2.03 2.02 1.72 2.01

Cigarettes

(high involvement/

high controversiality)

High CO score 1.96 1.81 2.14 2.03 1.99
Low CO score 1.76 1.78 1.77

. . 1.63 1.74
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Table 2

(continued)

Condition

Friend/ Friend/ Professor/ Professor/

Item positive negative positive negative All

....1.11/M=Abl=ifMMEMM.MWMMINIL0.1MAYIN=,mgw

All items

High CO score 2.12 1.88 2.22 2.02 2.05

Low CO score 1.80 1.84 1.86 1.78 1.82
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Professor/

Negative

Professor/

Positive

Friend/

Negative

Friend/

Positive

Low CO
High CO

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

Non-Immediacy Scores

Figure la. The Difference in Non-Immediacy Scores Between .High and Low CO Scores in Situation



Cigarettes

HI/HC

Christmas

HI/LC

Philadelphia

LI /HC

Peanut

Butter

LI/LC

Low C0 Hig CO

1.5 1.6 1.7 1 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

Non-Immediacy Scores

Figure lb, The Difference in Non-Immediacy Scores Between High and Low CO Sc9res in Items
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